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abaza (noun) one not having sexual intercourse for a longtime note naturally 'abazan' from gypsy language. Mostly used as "abaza kalmak" meaning "keep on being...".

am (noun) ‡ vagina. note Most common word used to signify vagina. Pronounced ahm.

amcik † you cunt note [amdzu-k]

ananl sikeyim ‡ i fuck your mother note Don't use it!

Ananin ami † your mom's cunt note It is often used to express disbelief or discontent

bok (noun) ‡ shit note Can be used to describe pretty much anything with a negative connotation.

çavuş (noun) ‡ penis. note Literally sergeant. Pronounced as chavoush. Can be used anywhere the word penis is used.

do"nme ‡ male undergone sex change operation, transsexual. note Pronounced doenmeh. Also referring to any person who changes their minds on an important issue.

es,ekog^lues,s,ek ‡ son of a donkey note the 'g' isn't pronounced

fahis,e ‡ whore, prostitutes also note stronger version of orospu

genelev bordell note Aids-Gefahr

go"tu"nu" sikeyim ‡ I fuck your rear note 'ø' and 'u' are pronounced like the german 'ue' and 'oe'

hayvan (noun) ◊ animal note used as in

ibne (noun. male) gay, homosexual male note Use especially in soccer games to insult referee (ibne hakem: [literally] gay referee)

jokey (noun) person carrying drugs without knowing it. A courier.


labunya (noun) ‡ passive homosexual male. note Pronounced labounyah.

mu"tayit ‡ pimp. note Pronounced mu(umla)h-tah-hit. Literally means contractor.
nallı Fatma (noun) † Allusion to donkeys used for sexual intercourse. NOTE Fatma is a common female name. Nallı means hoofed. Sexual intercourse with animals, especially donkeys, is not uncommon in rural areas.

tas,ak (noun) † 1. Testicle. 2. ~ gecmek: Act of slacking, wasting time. NOTE Pronounced tashack.

orospu (noun, female) † bitch
orospu çocuğu ‡ son of a bitch

ortabacak (noun) † penis. NOTE Literally middle leg. Pronounced as orthabachak. Can be used anywhere the word penis is used.

Oturuz bir cekmek To masturbate NOTE Literally it means: to pull 31 times

pezevenk (noun) † pimp
pic (noun, pronounced: pitch) † son of a bitch
pust (noun) ‡ 1. Pimp. 2. Passive homosexual male. NOTE Pronounced pushed. Mostly used as a direct insult.

ront (noun) Voyeurism. Watching a naked person. NOTE After German physicist Ro

yarak kafa (noun. male) † dick head NOTE Is any comment really needed here?

sakşafon blowjob NOTE literal translation; saxophone

sik (noun) ‡ penis. NOTE Common word used to signify penis. Pronounced sick.

sık kemek (verb) ‡ to fuck. NOTE Most common word used to signify intercourse. Pronounced sikh-mac.

sık git † fuck off NOTE greeks use the similar word, taken from Turkish

zonta (noun) Unrefined, rude, ill-mannered person. NOTE Pronounced zontah. A newly emerging cultural phenomenon and subject of great debate.